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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
If S and T are closed, densely defined linear operators on Hilbert 
space, then (TS)* I S*T*. Equality obtains when either (1) T is 
bounded and everywhere defined ([3], p. 1189) or (2) when S = T* 
([3], p. 1245). In this paper I give another general criterion for the 
equality (TS)” = S*T*. The main theorem is this: 
1. THEOREM. Let S and T be closed domain-dense linear operators 
on a Hilbert space H. If im(S) is a closed subspace of finite codimension 
in H, then TS has dense domain and, especially, (TS)* = S*T*. 
It is worth noting that the closure of im(S) already follows from the 
fact that it has finite codimension ([4], p. 101). 
2. COROLLARY. If T is a closed, densely deJined linear operator on 
a Hilbert space H, and S is a bounded, everywhere-deJined linear operator 
whose image is a closed subspace of $nite codimension in H, then ( TS)* = 
S*T*. 
The corollary is an easy consequence of the theorem because, 
S being bounded and everywhere defined, it is surely closed. 
As a second consequence, we have this result: 
3. COROLLARY. If S and T are self-adjoint and if S is bounded, has 
a closed image, and has a $nite dimensional kernel, then STS is self- 
adjoint. 
Proof. Since S is bounded, TS is closed (this is easily proved), 
so by the known result (1) above (STS)” = (S(TS))* = (TS)*S. 
The operator S being self-adjoint, we have im(S)l T ker(S), so that 
im(S) has finite codimension. Then, by the theorem, (TS)*S = STS. 
Corollary 3 generalizes William Stenger’s neat result [7j, that ;f T 
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is self-adjoint, and Y is a projection on a subspace of finite codimension, 
then YTY is self-adjoint. My study of this problem, which led to the 
results reported here, was directly inspired by reading Stenger’s 
paper [7], and my method of proof is patterned-in a general way-on 
Stenger’s ideas (See Note added in proof). 
2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
We shall use von Neumann’s general framework for unbounded 
operator theory [6]. Complete details of this treatment have been 
worked out in [5] but, this material being unpublished, we present 
a brief summary here. 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space, H @ H the orthogonal (external) 
direct sum of H with itself. A relation T is an arbitrary subset of 
H @ H. A relation is closed if it is a closed subset of H @ H, and is 
linear if it is a subspace of H @ H (a linear T being then necessarily 
non-empty). The domain of a relation T, denoted dam(T), comprises 
those x E H for which there exists a y such that (x, y) E T, and the 
image of T, symbolized im( T), comprises those y E H for which there 
exists an x such that (x, y) E T. The relation T is single-valued when 
(x, y) E T, (x, a) E T always imply y = a; a single-valued linear 
relation is called a linear operator. A linear relation T is single-valued 
o (0, y) E T implies y = 0. The kernel (or null space) of a relation T, 
denoted ker(T), consists of those x E H for which (x, 0) E T. Clearly 
ker( T) C dom( T). The kernel, domain, and image of a linear relation, 
and in particular of a linear operator, are each subspaces of H, and 
ker( T) is closed when T is closed. T is closed or linear o T-l is 
respectively closed or linear. We write S C T when S is a subset of T 
in H @ H. 
The product of relations T, S is defined by (x, a) E TS o there 
exists y E H such that (x, y) E S, ( y, a) E T. The product of single- 
valued relations is single-valued, and the product of linear relations, 
linear. 
By also using the notation G(T) (the graph of T) to stand for the 
same subset T of H @ H, we are able to use the symbol T in the 
alternative customary sense as a mapping taking elements x E dom( T) 
to values y = TX in im(T) (when T is single-valued). Using T in this 
sense, we can describe the graph as G(T) = ((x, TX); x E dam(T)). 
Let U symbolize the linear operator on H @ H defined by U(x, y) = 
(-y, x>. The adjoint T* of a (completely arbitrary) relation T is 
defined by G(T*) = U[G( T)‘], w h ere ’ denotes orthocomplementation 
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in H @ H (we shall use 1 for orthocomplementation in H). The 
relation T* is always closed and linear, and is single-valued if and only 
if dam(T) spans a dense subspace of H ([6], Definition 13.13 and 
remark following, Theorem 13.14). When T is a closed linear operator 
with dense domain, then T” is also a closed domain-dense linear 
operator, dom( T*) comprises exactly those y E H for which f,( . ) = 
(T * , y) is a bounded linear functional on dam(T), and we have 
T = T** ([3], pp. 11881189). A closed everywhere-defined linear 
operator is necessarily bounded-this is one form of the important 
“closed graph theorem” ([3], p. 1190). A densely defined linear 
operator T is self-adjoint when T = T”; a self-adjoint operator is 
necessarily closed, but is bounded when and only when its domain 
is H. 
For any relations S, T we have (TS)* 2 S*T* [5]. In particular, 
this holds when S and T are closed domain-dense linear operators 
(even though (TS)” may be multi-valued because dom(TS) is not 
dense). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
We shall begin with a series of lemmas. 
4. LEMMA. If X and Z are closed subspaces of a Hilbert space with 
X r\ Z = 0 and X + Z closed, then there exists a /3 > 0 such that 
llxll+l!~ll ~Pllx+~llfora~~x~X,~~Z. 
Proof. One verifies easily that the formulas A(x + a) = x, 
B(LV + z) = z specify single-valued closed linear operators every- 
where defined on the Hilbert space X + 2. By the closed graph 
theorem, A and B are bounded, and so /3 = 11 A 11 + jl B 11 will serve 
in the lemma. (If /j A /j + 11 B/I = 0 then X = 2 = 0 and any 
p > 0 will do.) 
5. LEMMA. Let X be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space H, and 
let D be a dense subspace of H. If there exists a closed subspace Z with the 
following properties: 
(1) ZC D, 
(2)ZnX=O, Z+X=H 
then D n X is dense in X. In particular, if dim(X-L) < co then, for any 
dense subspace D, D A X is dense in X. 
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Proof. Let x E X be chosen. Since D is dense, there exists yn E D, 
n = 1, 2 ,..., yn -+ x. We have D = (D n X) + 2 (as is easily 
checked) so yn = r, + z, , r, E D n X, z, E 2, n = 1,2 ,... . By 
Lemma 4, II r, - r, II + II z, - z, II < 811 yn - ym (I so that both 
sequences r, and z, are Cauchy and thus converge, say r, -+ r E X, 
x,-+x~Z.Thenx=r+zandatthesametimex=x+Oso 
that r = x, x = 0, the condition Z n X = 0 forcing uniqueness of 
x’s representation. Thus r, ---f x and, since r, E D n X, n = 1, 2 ,... , 
D n X is dense in X. 
When X-L is finite dimensional, it is easy to see that we can choose 
a finite dimensional complement of X spanned by elements of D. 
This will serve as 2. This part is known ([I]; [4], p. 103). 
6. LEMMA. Let S be a linear operator on Hilbert space, P the 
projection on ker(S)J-, Q the projection on the closure of im(S). Then S# = 
P&‘-IQ is a single-valued densely defined linear operator that satisJes the 
following conditions: 
dom(S#) = im(S) @ im(S)I 
SS# = Q restricted to dom(S#) 
S#S = P restricted to dam(S) 
S# is closed when S is closed. 





im(S) closed =x S# bounded and everywhere defined (5) 
S# bounded * S# everywhere deJined and im(S) closed. (6) 
Proof. Inasmuch as PS-l is linear, we can establish it’s single- 
valuedness merely by showing that (0, y) E PS-l G- y = 0. But 
(0, y) E PS-l implies the existence of a z such that (0, x) E S-l, 
(z, y) E P. Now (0, z) E S-l implies (z, 0) E S, so that Sz = 0, 
z E ker(S). But then Pz = 0 so that y = Px = 0 because we have 
(z, y) E P. Thus PS-1 is a (single-valued) linear operator. Obviously, 
dom(PS-l) = im(S), and from this it follows immediately that 
dom(S#) = im(S) @ im(S)l. This proves formula (l), and at the 
same time shows that dam(M) is dense. The operator SP,F = 
S(PS-l) is single-valued and linear; also dom(SPS-l) C dom(PS-l) = 
im(S). On the other hand, when x E im(S), then x = Sy for some 
y E dam(S) and so (x, y) E S-l, (x, Py) E PS-1 so that Py = PS-lx. 
Buty= Py+(I-P)y with y E dam(S) and (I - P) y E ker(S) C 
dam(S) from which it follows that Py E dam(S), and SPy = Sy = x. 
Applying S to Py = PS-lx we get x = SPS-lx. This proves that 
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dom(SPS-r) = im(S) and that SPSF is the identity restricted to 
im(S). Consequently SW = SPS-IQ is Q restricted to dom(S#). 
That establishes (2). And (3) is proved in a similar manner. 
The linear operator PS-1 is closed when S is closed, for suppose 
that (xn , z%) E P&‘-l, n = 1,2 ,..., and (x, ,zn) + (x, Z) in H @ H. 
Then there exists yn , n = 1, 2 ,... such that (x, , y,) E S-l, 
(YTL, xn) E P, n = 1, 2 ,..., whereupon it follows that yn E dam(S), 
Pym E dam(S), and Sy, = Spy, , n = 1,2 ,..., because yn = Pm + 
(I - P) yn and (I - P) yn E ker(S) C dam(S). From ( yn , z,) E P, 
and (x, , y,) E S-r it follows that x, = Py, and SZ, = Spy, = 
Sy, = x, whence (x, , zn) E S-r. Thus, S-l being closed along with 
S, we have (x, x) E S-r. And since all Z, belong to the closed subspace 
ker(S)l, so does Z. Thus z = Px and (z, x) E P from which it follows 
that (x, Z) E PS-l which is what we needed to prove. Since PS-1 
is closed, and Q is bounded, PS-IQ is closed. Statement (4) is proved. 
As to (5) and (6), im(S) being closed implies that dom(S#) = 
im(S) @ im(S)J- = H, and then the boundedness of the closed 
everywhere defined operator S# follows by the closed graph theorem. 
Conversely, if S+‘ is bounded, then, being closed and densely defined, 
it is everywhere defined ([3], p. 1187), and it then follows from (1) 
that im(S) must be closed. 
The S# of Lemma 6 is a kind of generalized inverse, and would 
appear to be a useful tool in unbounded operator theory. For example 
it can be used to give a simple proof of a result of R.G. Douglas [2], 
who proves that if A and B are closed, domain-dense, linear operators 
on Hilbert space such that im(A) C im(B), then there exists a linear 
operator C which is closed when B is bounded, is bounded when A is 
bounded, and satisfies A = BC. Using Lemma 6 we can easily 
construct an operator C fulfilling Douglas’ criteria: C = B#A will do. 
The equation A = BC follows immediately from (2), because 
BC = BB#A = &,A, where Qr is the restriction to im(B) @ im(B)J- 
of the projection on the closure of im(B), and then QIA = A because 
im(A) C im(B). M oreover, B# is closed by (4), since the closure of B 
is assumed; thus C is the product of two closed operators. 
The implication B bounded=> C closed can be got this way. First, 
note that if B is bounded, it is everywhere defined. Now suppose 
<x, , xn) E C, n = 1, 2 ,... with (x, , z%) + (x, z). Then there exists 
yn such that (x, , ym) E A, ( yn , x,) E B#, n = 1,2 ,... . Applying B 
to the equation x, = Cx, we get Bx, = BCx, = Ax, = yn so that 
yn -+ Bz. The operator A being closed, we conclude that x E dam(A) 
and Ax = Bx. Then B#Ax = B#Bx = Px where P is the projection 
on ker(B)l. But since x, = B#y, and PB# = B#, we have Pz, = x, 
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for n = 1, 2,... and so Pz = z. Thus Cx = B#Ax = x and so C is 
closed. By a similar argument, this time using the closed graph 
theorem, we can prove that A bounded =x C bounded. 
But our principal use of the operator S# here is to provide a simple 
formula for the domain of a product. 
7. LEMMA. Let S, T be linear operators on Hilbert space. We have 
dom(TS) = [S#(dom(T) n im(S))] @ ker(S). 
Proof. If x E dom( TS), then x E dam(S) and Sx E dom( T). We can 
write this same x as x = Px + (I - P)x (where P symbolizes the 
projection on ker(S)i) h w ereupon we conclude that Px E dam(S) and 
Sx = SPx because both x E dam(S) and (I - P)x E ker(S) C dam(S). 
Then SPx E dam(T) and by Lemma 6 S#(SPx) = Px, so that 
Px E S#(dom(T) n im(S)) b ecause SPx E dom( T) n im(S). And since 
(I - P)x E ker(S) we have 
x = Px + (I -P) x E [S#(dom(T) n im(S))] @ ker(S). 
Conversely, if x E [S#(dom(T) n im(S))] @ ker(S), then x = y + z 
with y. = S#w, w E dam(T) n im(S) and z E ker(S). Then Sx = 0 
and since w E im(S) C dom(S#), y = S#w from which it follows 
easily that y E dam(S). Then applying Lemma 6, we get Sy = 
SPw = Qw = w E dam(T). Continuing, Sx = Sy = w E dom( T) 
so that x E dom(TS). Lemma 7 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem I. We shall prove first that TS has dense 
domain when im(S) is a closed subspace of finite codimension. Note 
first that, im(S) being closed and of finite codimension, dom( T) n im(S) 
is dense in im(S) (Lemma 5). Now let x E H and E > 0 be given. 
Then x = Px + (I - P) x where P is the projection on ker(S)l. Since 
dam(S) is dense in H, we can find y E dam(S) with I/ Px - y jl < c/2. 
Then also Py E dam(S) (b ecause y = Py + (I - P) y and both 
y E dam(S), (I - P)y E ker(S) C dam(S)) and /I Px - Py 11 = 
11 P(Px - y)/i < c/2. Then SPy E im(S) and we can find z E dam(T) n 
im(S) such that 11 x - SPy Ij < ~/(2/l S# 11) (S# is bounded by (5) of 
Lemma 6, and we may assume S# # 0 since S# = 0 3 S = 0 on 
its domain and then dom(TS) = dam(S) is dense). Then, using the 
fact that S#SPy = Py which follows from (3) of Lemma 6, we get 
II S#z - Py II = I/ S#z - S#SPy 11 = 11 S#(z - SPy)lI 
< II S# II . II x - spy II < E/2. 
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Thus 
11 S#x - Px 11 = /I S#z - Py + Py - Px II 
< II S#x - PY II + II PY - px II < E, 
and we conclude that Sff’z + (I - I’),, which is an element of 
dom( TS) by Lemma 7, approximates x to within E. Hence dom( TS) 
is dense. 
Thus (TS)* is single-valued and, owing to this single-valuedness 
and to the known inclusion (TS)* 2 S*T*, we can prove the desired 
equality by proving dom(( TS)*) C dom(S*T*). Now y E dom(( TS)*) 
when and only when the functional f,( * ) = (TS . , y) is bounded on 
dom( TS). Select and fix such a y E dom((TS)*). By Lemma 7, the 
subspace dom(TS) contains the subspace consisting of all S#p, 
p running through all dam(T) n im(S). Thus there exists an M > 0 
such that I(TSx, y)l < MI1 x 11 f or all x E S#p, p E dom( T) n im(S). 
Now Sx = SS#p = p and /I x /I = jj S#p Ij < // S# (( j/p /I so that we 
have 
I(@, Y>l = IG-6 Y)l Q M II x II G M II S# II II P II 
for all p E dam(T) n im(S). Thus the functional g,( * ) = (T * , y) 
is bounded on dam(T) n im(S). We shall now deduce from this 
fact that g,( * ) is bounded on all of dom( T). 
As in our proof of the last part of Lemma 5, we can select a finite 
dimensional subspace 2 that satisfies 2 n im(S) = 0, Z + im(S) = H 
and that is spanned by vectors from dom( T). We are then in the situa- 
tion of Lemma 5 with D = dom( T) and X = im(S). Since Z C dom( T) 
and Z is finite dimensional, g,( * ) is defined and bounded on Z. Then, 
on D = (D n X) + Z, 
I g& + 41 = I g,(x) +g,(4l G I g,(x)i + I d4I G 8 Ii x II + BZ I! 2 II 
where B, is the bound of g, on dam(T) n im(S) and B, is the bound 
ofg, on Z. But, by Lemma 4, II x II < Bll x + x II and II 2 II G PII x + x II 
so I g,(x + ,z)/ < ,f?(B, + B,)Ij x + x /I which proves thatg, is bounded 
on dom( T) = (dom( T) n im(S)) + Z. 
The boundedness of g,(a) = (T * , y) on dom( T) implies that 
y E dom(T*). Since also y E dom(( TS)*), there is a constant K > 0 
so that j(TSx, y)l < K 11 x /I for all x in dom(TS), which leads to 
I(% T*y)l G K II x II f or all x in dom( TS) because y E dom( T*). 
This last inequality holds in fact for all x E dam(S). For, if x E dam(S), 
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(we can then without loss of generality assume also x E ker(S)l) then 
Sx E im(S) and, dom( T) n im(S) being dense in im(S) (Lemma 5) 
we can find zk E dom( T) n im( S) so that zk + Sx. We have xk = Sx, , 
x, E dam(S) n ker(S)l, K = 1, 2 ,..., and, since xii E dom( T), 
xk E dom( TS), K = I,2 ,... . Thus ~(SX,, T*y)l < K/j xk 11, k = 1, 2 ,... . 
We know Sx, = .a, -+ Sx. Moreover, using Lemma 6, /j xk - x I/ = 
1) S#S(x, - x)II < I] S# I/ Ij Sx, - Sx 11 -+ 0 so that x, + x. Passing to 
the limit, we obtain ~(SX, T*y)l < K II x I/ for all x in dam(S). Hence, 
the functional (S * , T*y) being bounded on dam(S), we have 
T*y E dom(S*). Thus y E dom(S*T*), and the theorem is proved. 
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Note added in proof. When I wrote this article, I worked entirely 
from Stenger’s paper [7] and the other references listed above. Only 
recently I learned of the paper of S. KANIEL and M. SCHECHTER, 
Spectral theory for Fredholm operators, Comm. Pure and Appl. Math. 
16 (1963), 423448, and of the paper of H. 0. CORDES and J. P. 
LABROUSSE, The invariance of the index in the metric space of closed 
operators, J. Math. MeA. 12 (1963), 693-719 in which similar 
results are proved. I have been able to use the methods of Kaniel and 
Schechter to eliminate a hypothesis dom(S*) > im(T*) that was 
originally in my Theorem 1; the necessary argument was added as 
a paragraph at the end of the paper. These changes were made in 
proofreading; in all other respects the paper is exactly as it was 
originally written. 
